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. Authenticated multiple key agreement protocols provide secure communication between the participants 
via multiple session keys within one run of the protocol in an authentic way. Recently, Dehkordi and Alimoradi
proposed an identity-based authenticated multiple key agreement protocol. Subsequently, Cheng presented ephemeral 
key compromise attack and impersonation attack against Dehkordi and Alimoradi’s protocol. In order to overcome 
their security flaws, Cheng proposed an improvement on Dehkordi and Alimoradi’s identity-based authenticated
multiple key agreement protocol. In this paper, we demonstrate that Cheng’s protocol is also insecure. Then we 
propose an identity-based multiple key agreement protocol which removes their weaknesses of the two protocols. A 
detailed analysis demonstrates that the proposed protocol can satisfy the strong security requirements. 

: Multiple key agreement; Pairing; Identity; Ephemeral key. 

Before two parties transmit message over the pulic 
channel, they always run key agreement protocols 
[7,18,15,11,21] to generate a session key. The key is
subsequently applied to achieve some cryptographic 
goals such as confidentiality or data integrity. In 1976, 
Diffie and Hellman [7] proposed the first key 
agreement protocol for two parties to establish a 
session key. Unfortunately, the original Diffie-
Hellman protocol suffers from the main-in-the-middle 
attack because of lack of authentication between two 
communication parties. In order to avoid such an 
attack, Menezes et al. [19] proposed the MQV key 
agreement protocol, which is the first authenticated 
key agreement (AKA) protocol that used a signature 
without using a one-way hash function. Based on the 
MQV protocol, Harn and Lin [9] proposed an 
authenticated multiple-key agreement (AMKA) 
protocol to enable two communication parties to 
establish multiple session keys in one run of the 
protocol. Many AMKA protocol [8-
10,12,13,16,17,27,29] have been presented after the 
Harn and Lin’s works.

In 1984, Shamir [22] introduces identity-based
cryptography in which an arbitrary string such an 
email address can be used as a user’s public key. 
Identity-based cryptosystem can greatly simplify the 
public key management in the certificate-based public 

key infrastructures. A trusted authority (private key 
generator, PKG) is required to derive private keys 
from arbitrary public keys. Some identity-based key 
agreement (ID-KA) protocols [25,3,28] have been 
presented. But these ID-KA protocols cannot provide 
authentication function in which the users confirm 
their session keys by the succedent communication.
Moreover, one run of these protocols [25,3,28] only 
can produce one session key at a time. 

In 2002, Smart proposed the first identity-based 
authenticated key agreement (ID-AKA) protocol using 
bilinear pairings. The ID-AKA protocol not only 
allows participants to agree on session key but also 
ensures the authenticity of the other party. Many ID-
AKA protocols subsequently using bilinear pairings 
have been developed [28,25,5,3,2] but they are not all 
secure. In 2004, Kim et al. presented an ID-based 
authenticated multiple-key (ID-AMKA) agreement 
protocol using pairing [14]. Recently, Dehkordi et al. 
proposed an efficient ID-AMKA protocol [6]. 
Dehkordi et al. claim that their protocol has stronger 
security. However, Cheng [4] pointed that Dehkordi et 
al.’s protocol is insecure against ephemeral key 
compromise attack and impersonation attack. In [4],
an improvement on Dehkordi et al.’s protocol is 
presented . 

A secure ID-AKA protocol should withstand the 
potential attacks. Based on the security attributes as 



claimed [3,1,26,14,23,4], we highlight security
requirements of ID-AMKA protocols as follows.

C1 (Mutual Authentication) ID-AMKA protocols 
not only allow participants to agree on the session 
keys but also ensure the authenticity of the other party.
Thus, ID-AMKA protocols with mutual authentication 
can provide unknown key-share resilience. That is, 
one entity with ID1 believes that she shares a key with 
an entity with ID2, while the entity with ID2 also 
believes that the key is shared with the entity with ID1. 
In addition, mutual authentication ensures that ID-
AMKA protocols hold key-compromise impersonation
resilience. In other words, even if an adversary has 
corrupted one entity, e.g. Alice, and obtained Alice’s 
secret key, the adversary still can not impersonate the
other entity, e.g. Bob, to the entity Alice.

C2 (Known-Key Secrecy) Session keys in one run
of the protocol are independent of those ones 
generated during other executions of the protocol.
Even though an adversary has obtained the 
participants’ secret keys and some of session keys, the 
adversary cannot obtain other session keys in the other 
run of the protocol. 

C3 (PKG Forward Secrecy) Even if an adversary 
has obtained the master secret key of the PKG, the 
previously established session keys will not be
compromised. Since the secret keys of all the 
participants can be derived of the master secret key,
PKG Forward Secrecy is a stronger security than 
Perfect Forward Security for ID-AMKA protocols.  

C4 (No Key Control) Session keys are determined 
jointly by both the participants.

C5 (Mutual Security) Since one run of an ID-
AMKA protocol will produce more than one session 
keys instead of only one session key, one has to 
consider whether other session keys will be recoverd 
when one or more session keys are disclosed. Suppose 
that an adversary either can obtain the master key of 
the PKG or can get the ephemeral private keys, but the 
adversary cannot do both. If the adversary has further 
obtained session keys, none of other session keys 
which are produced in the same run of the protocol 
can be recovered by the adversary. This is called 
Multual Security of ID-AMKA protocols. In essence, 
multual security is also necessary for the certificate-
based MKA protocols. To the best of my 
knowledge,multual security of ID-AMKA protocols 
has not been referred to yet.

Most of the AMKA protocols [8,23] do not hold all 
the security requirements C1-C5. In this paper, we will 
demonstrate that the ID-AMKA protocols [6,4] fail to 
provide PKG Forward Secrecy and Multual Security.
Then we will propose an enhanced ID-AMKA
protocol which removes their weaknesses. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. In Section 2, we briefly review bilinear 
pairings, the cryptographic computational problems 
and some cryptographic assumptions. In Section 3, 
Cheng’ protocol is reviewed and analyzed. We
propose an enhanced ID-AMKA protocol in Section 4. 

Its security and performance analysis is given in 
Section 5. Section 6 concludes.  

In this section, we briefly review the properties of 
bilinear pairings and some related cryptographic 
security assumptions.

Let { , } be two cyclic groups of a large prime 
order , and be a generator of . A bilinear pairing 
is defined by : × and satisfies the 
following properties:

(1) Bilinear. For all ,  G1 and , ,
( , ) = ( , ) . 

(2) Non-degenerate. ( , ) 1 . 
(3) Computability. For all , , there exists a

probabilistic polynomial time algorithm to compute 
( , ). 

 (Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) 
Problem) Given { , , } in for some unknown

, , the CDH problem is to compute . 
The advantage of an algorithm F within 

probabilistic polynomial time in solving the CDH 
problem is defined as

( ) = Pr ( , ) = , .
 (CDH Assumption) Given ( , , ) in

for unknown  , , there does not exist any 
adversary F with non-negligible advantage ( )
within probabilistic polynomial time to compute 

. 
 (Bilinear Diffie–Hellman (BDH) 

Problem) Given the elements ( , , , ) in an
additive cyclic group for some unknown 

, , , the BDH problem is to compute
( , ) . 

The advantage of an algorithm F within 
probabilistic polynomial time in solving the BDH
problem is defined as

( ) = Pr ( , , , ) = ( , ) , , . 
 (BDH Assumption) Given ( , , , )

for some unknown , , , there does not exist 
any adversary F with non-negligible advantage 

( ) within probabilistic polynomial time to 
compute ( , ) . 

In this section, we first review Cheng’s protocol 
[4] and then analyze its security.



Cheng’s protocol is composed of three phases: 
system initialization, key-extract and key-agreement.
It is involved with three participants: a private key 
generator (PKG), an initiator Bob with identity set 
and a responder Alice with identity . 
(1) System Initialization Phase

Let and be two cyclic groups of a large 
prime order . is a generator of . Let be a 
bilinear pairing : × . PKG chooses a 
random value as the master secret key and 
computes = as the public key.  

PKG selects three cryptographic hash functions 
: {0,1} , : {0,1} and : {0,1} . 

The system’s public parameters are { , , , (), 
(), (), , , }.

(2) Key-extract Phase
PKG runs the key extract algorithm and issues a 

public/secret key pair ( , ) through a secure 
channel to every participant with identity ID, where

= ( ) and = . The participant can 
verify the key pair by checking if the following
equation holds: , = ( , ).
(3) Key-agreement phase

Suppose that Alice with and Bob with 
attempt to agree on multiple key over open network. 
Throughout the paper, assume that Alice and Bob
have their public/secret key pair ( , ) and ( , ),
respectively. Alice and Bob can establish four keys in 
one run of the protocol.

: Bob selects a random value ,
computes = and sends { , } to 
Alice. 

: Alice first selects a random value
, computes 

= , 

)),,(,),,((ˆ 212212121 QIDIDCHCSIDIDTHSref AA
, 

= ( , , ), 
and sends { , ,  } to Bob.

: Bob computes

)),,(,),,((ˆ 212221212 SIDIDCHSrQIDIDTHTef BB
, 

= ( , , ), 
= ( , , ), 

and checks if = . If the verificaion equation 
holds, Bob sends { , } to Alice. Finally, Bob 
computes the session keys

= ( , ) , = ( , ) , 
= ( , ) , = ( , ) . 

: Alice calculates  
= ( , , )  

and checks if the following equation holds: = . If 
the equation holds, Alice computes the session keys

= ( , ) , = ( , ) , 

= ( , ) , = ( , ) . 

Cheng’s protocol [4] has overcome the weaknesses 
of Dehkordi et al.’s ID-AMKA protocol [6]. The 
improved protocol can resist against the impersonation 
attack and the ephemeral key compromise attack. 
However, Cheng’s protocol is still insecure. In this 
subsection, we will demonstrate that Cheng’s protocol
cannot provide PKG Forward Security. Moreover,
Cheng’s protocol lacks Mutual Security. Dehkordi et 
al.’s ID-AMKA protocol suffers from the same 
security vulnerability as Cheng’s protocol.
(1) Cheng’s protocol cannot provide PKG forward 
secrecy.

Cheng’s protocol achieves perfect forward secrecy.
If private keys of the participants are disclosed, the
secrecy of previous session keys is not affected. But, if 
the master key s of PKG is disclosed, the previous 
keys can be dervied from the transmitted message 
over the public channel. This is because the four 
session keys in Cheng’s protocol can be calculated as 
follows:

= = ( , ) = ( , ) , 
= = ( , ) = ( , ) ( , ) , 
= = ( , ) = ( , ) ( , ) , 

= = ( , ) = ( , ) ( , ) .
Therefore, Cheng’s protocol cannot provide PKG 

forward security.

(2) Cheng’s protocol cannot provide mutual security.
Mutual security is necessary for the security of 

mulitple key agreement protocols. It refers to the 
security that compromise of both long-term private 
keys and one or more session keys will not lead to the 
compromise of the other session keys in the same run 
of the protocol. Some mulitple key agreement 
protocols in the literature cannot provide mutual 
security [23,8]. We will show that Cheng’s protocol 
also lacks mutual security.

Suppose that an adversary F has intercepted the 
transmitted messages {C,T} between Alice and Bob. If 
F has obtained Alice's private key S1 and one session 
key ( ), F can recover ( ) and ( ): 

= = ( , ) , 
= = ( , )   

If F has obtained Bob's private key and one 
session key ( ) , F can recover ( ) and 

( ): 
= = ( , ) , 
= = ( , ) . 

If F has obtained Alice's private key and one 
session key ( ) , F can recover ( ) and 

( ): 
= = ( , ) , 



= = ( , ) ( , ) .
If F has obtained Bob's private key and one 

session key ( ) , F can recover ( ) and 
( )

2
1

2111 ),(ˆ BAB KSQeKK , 

2
1

21244 ),(ˆ),(ˆ BAB KSQeSTeKK . 

Likewise, if F has obtained Alice's private key S1
and one session key ( ) or Bob's private key S2
and one session key ( ) , F can recover 

( ) and ( ).
From the above analysis, one easily knows that if 

the adversary obtains both Alice 's private key and 
Bob's private key, F can recover all the other three 
session keys with knowledge of any session key. 

Therefore, Cheng’s protocol cannot provide 
mutual security. Similar analysis can be applied to 
Dehkordi et al.’s ID-AMKA protocol [6].

In the section, we propose an enhanced ID-AMKA 
protocol. The new ID-AMKA scheme is composed of 
three phases: setup, key-extract and key-agreement. 
Assume that two participants Alice with identity ID1
and Bob with identity ID2 attempt to agree on session 
keys.

The proposed ID-AMKA protocol has the same 
system parameters as in Cheng’s protocol [4]. Let 
and be two cyclic groups of a large prime order q.
is a generator of . Let be a bilinear pairing

: × . PKG takes and = as 
the master secret and public key. PKG selects
cryptographic hash functions : {0,1}

, : {0,1} and : {0,1} . The 
system’s public parameters are { , , , (), 

(), (), , , }. 

PKG computes = ( ) , = ,  
= ( ) and =  . And PKG issues a 

public/secret key pair ( , ) and ( , ) to Alice 
and Bob through a secure channel, respectively. 

Alice and Bob generate eight session keys in one 
run of the protocol by executing the following 
procedures.

: Alice selects random values 
, , and computes 

= ( , ) , = , =
= ( ) + . 

Next, Alice sends { , , , , } to Bob. 

: Bob first validates the message 
{ , , , , } by checking if the 
verification equation holds:

( , ) = , 1 1 1 1 .
If the above equation does not hold, Bob aborts. 

Otherwise, Bob randomly selects , , and 
computes 

= ( , ) , = , =
= ( ) + . 

Next, Bob sends { , , , , } to Alice. 
Finally, Bob computes the shared secrets

= , = (T , t , S ), = ( , , ), 

= ( , , ), 

= ( , , ),  = ( , ), 

= ( , ),  = ( , ), = ( , ). 

and the session keys: 

),,,,,,,( 212121021 UUTTIDIDHK BBB , 

),,,,,,,,( 2121211022 UUTTIDIDHK BBBB , 

…

),,,,,,,,( 2121211,02 UUTTIDIDHK iBBBiB
, 

…

),,,,,,,,( 2121217028 UUTTIDIDHK BBBB , 

where {1,2, … ,7}.
: Upon receiving the message 

{ , , , , }, Alice first validates the 
message by checking if the verification 
equation holds: 

( , ) = , 1 1 1 2 2 . If the 
above equation does not hold, Alice refuses 
the response. Otherwise, Alice computes the 
shared secrets

21UvA , ),(ˆ 1120 StTeA , ),(ˆ 121 pubA PvUe ,

),(ˆ 1122 StUeA , ),(ˆ 123 SUeA , 

),(ˆ 214 TvPe pubA
, ),(ˆ 215 QvPe pubA

,

),(ˆ 126 SQeA , ),(ˆ 217 TSeA . 

and the session keys: 

),,,,,,,( 212121021 UUTTIDIDHK AAA , 

),,,,,,,,( 2121211022 UUTTIDIDHK AAAA
, 

…

),,,,,,,,( 2121211,02 UUTTIDIDHK iAAAiA
, 

…

),,,,,,,,( 2121217028 UUTTIDIDHK AAAA
, 

where {1,2, … ,7}.



In this section, we analyze the security and 
performance of the proposed ID-AMKA protocol.

It is easy to check the correctness of the proposed 
ID-AMKA protocol. The shared secrets sastify 

21UvA BUv 12 , 

),(ˆ 1120 StTeA 0221 ),(ˆ BStTe , 

),(ˆ 121 pubA PvUe 121 ),(ˆ BpubPvUe , 

),(ˆ 1122 StUeA 221 ),(ˆ BpubPvTe , 

),(ˆ 123 SUeA 321 ),(ˆ BpubPvQe , 

),(ˆ 214 TvPe pubA 4221 ),(ˆ BStUe , 

),(ˆ 215 QvPe pubA 521 ),(ˆ BSUe , 

),(ˆ 126 SQeA 621 ),(ˆ BSQe , 

),(ˆ 217 TSeA 7221 ),(ˆ BStQe . 

Therefore, we have =  for all {1,2, … ,8}. 

Theorem 1. The proposed ID-AMKA scheme provides 
the mutual authentication (C1).  

In the proposed protocol, when Alice sends 
the request message, Alice produces an ID-based 
signature Y about the message {R1, T1, U1, ID1}. 
Similiary, Bob sends the response message {R2, T2,
U2, ID2} with a signature Z. The two ID-based 
signatures are secure against existential forgery-
adaptively chosen message and ID attack in the 
random oracle model [24] via Forking Lemma [20],
assuming the hardness of CDH problem. Thus, when 
Alice and Bob have obtained the session keys, they 
can authenticate each other. The proposed ID-AMKA
protocol holds mutual authentication. So, the protocol
also can provide unknown key-share resilience and 
key-compromise impersonation resilience.

Theorem 2. The proposed ID-AMKA protocol 
provides Known-Key Secrecy (C2). 

Suppose that an adversary F has obtained 
Alice’s and Bob’s private keys {S1,S2} and some 
session keys {Ki}. The adversary F attempts to recover 
the previous session keys in the other run of the 
protocol. From the key-agreement phase described in 
Session 4.3, F has to recover the secret values

PvvAB 12 , 

),(ˆ 1120 StTeA 0221 ),(ˆ BStTe , 

),(ˆ 121 pubA PvUe 121 ),(ˆ BpubPvUe , etc. The secret 
values { , , , , } or { , , , ,

} are derived both from the private keys and from 
the ephemeral private keys. Since the ephemeral 
private keys {v1, v2, t1, t2} are random values, the 
session key in one run of the protocol cannot help the 
adversary to compute new shared secret values in a 
different run of the protocol. Especially, when the 
adversary wants to compute or from { , },
he/she will have to be faced with an instance of the 
CDH problems. Therefore, the proposed ID-AMKA
protocol holds Known-Key Secrecy

Theorem 3. The proposed ID-AMKA scheme provides 
PKG Forward Secrecy (C3). 

Suppose that the master secret key s is 
compromised. Then the adversary F can obtain Alice’s 
and Bob’s secret keys {S1, S2}. Assume that the 
adversary F has intercepted all the ephemeral keys 
{T1, T2, , } transmitted between Alice and Bob. 
However, the adversary who knows the values {S1, S2}
and {T1, T2, , } cannot compute the shared secret 
value = = , since F has to be faced with a 
CDH problem: to compute from { , }. If 
the adversary F has only obtain Alice’s and Bob’s
secret keys {S1, S2} without knowledge of the master 
secret key s, the adversary cannot compute the shared 
secret value = , = , since F has 
to be faced with a BDH problem: to compute 

 ( , ) from the triple { , , }. The 
adversary also cannot compute the shared secret value 

or , since F has to be faced with one CDH 
problem: to compute from { , } or to compute 

from { , }. Likewise, The adversary cannot 
compute the shared secret value or , since F
has to solve one CDH problem: to compute from 
{ , } or to compute from { , }. 
Similarly, the adversary cannot obtain the shared 
secret value or , since F has to solve one CDH 
problem: to compute from { , } or to 
compute from { , }.

From the above analysis, to learn the previous 
session keys, even if PKG’s master key is disclosed, 
the adversary still has to get the corresponding 
ephemeral private keys. Therefore, under the CDH 
assumption and BDH assumption, the proposed ID-
AMKA protocol achieves perfect forward secrecy.

Theorem 4. The proposed ID-AMKA protocol
provides No Key Control (C4).

 Session key Ki (i=1,2,3,…,8) is computed 
from the shared secret values , , or , ,
These shared secret values , , or , ,
are derived of the ephemeral keys { , , T1, T2}. 
The keys { , } and { , } are chosen by Alice 
and Bob, respectively. Since the verification parts are 
secure signatures, neither of Alice and Bob can 
preselect the ephermeral keys of the other participant 
or predetermine the session keys. In other words, 
session keys are determined cooperatively by Alice 
and Bob.



Theorem 5. The proposed ID-AMKA protocol
provides Mutual Security(C5). 

Suppose that an adversary F either can 
obtain the master key s or can get the ephemeral 
private keys, but F cannot have both the master key
and the ephemeral private keys. The assumption is 
reasonable. If both the keys are compromised, F can 
reveal all the shared secrets from which F can further 
compute all the session keys. Here, we discuss it in the 
two cases.

Some of the session keys [1,8] and all 
the ephemeral private keys are compromised.

Every session key [1,8] is a hash value of 
secure hash function H2(). Even if some of session 
keys are comprised, due to the onewayness of the hash 
function, F is still unable to recover their pre-image 
( , , ) or ( , , ). If F wants to compute 
other session keys, F must compute at least the shared 
secret values = = and  or . Since 
F has the knowledge of the ephemeral private keys 
{v1,v2 }, F can obtain or . However, since

= ( , ), ( , ) = , it is infeasible to 
compute  or without the knowledge of master 
secret or the participants’s secret key S1 or S2. 

 Some of the session keys [1,8] and the 
master secret key s are compromised.

By similar analysis to Case 1, we know that even if 
F has obtained some of session key, F is still unable to 
recover their pre-image ( , , ) or ( , , ) 
from those session keys . This is because that the 
shared secret values ( , , ) are protected by the
secure hash function H2(). If F wants to compute other 
session keys, F must compute the shared secret values, 
say, ( ) and ( ). Since F has the knowledge 
of the master key s, F can compute the shared secret 
value ( ) from the emphemeral public keys:

= ( , ) or = ( , ) . 
However, when F computes the shared secret value 

( ) from the emphemeral public key, F has to be 
faced with a CDH problem: to compute from 
{ , }.

Without the knowledge of emphemeral private 
keys { }, it is infeasible to compute ( ) under 
the CDH assumption.

We analyze the performance of the proposed ID-
AMKA protocol in terms of the security property and 
efficiency. We make the security property and 

performance comparison with the previous AMKE 
protocols. 

The AMKE protocols [10, 13, 17,27] adopt
certificate to provide the authentication of the public 
key. The participants must verify the certificate of the 
other participant before using his/her public key. As a 
consequence, the protocols require a high computation 
cost and a large amount of storage. In the following, 
we compare the proposed ID-AMKA protocol with 
the previous ID-AMKA protocols. The ID-AMKA 
protocols consist of phases: setup, key-extraction and
key-agreement. Since the setup and key-extraction
phases are executed once before the protocol runs, we 
don’t include their time cost in the comparison result. 
In contrast with four session keys produced in one run 
of the ID-AMKA protocols in [14,6,4], the proposed 
ID-AMKA protocol can establish eight session keys. 

To evaluate the computational complexity, we 
define TS,TA,Tp,TM and TE as one scalar multiplication 
in G1, one point addition in G1, one bilinear pairing 
computation in G2 , one multiplication computation in 
G2 and one exponent computation in G2, respectively. 
Since the addition operation and hash operation cost 
very little, we omit them. We give the efficiency 
comparisons in . As shown in , the 
protocols in [6,4] need three passes of message. The 
proposed protocol requres lower computation cost 
than the ID-AMKA protocols in [6]. Compared with 
the ID-AMKA protocols in [14], the proposed 
protocol requres a little more computation cost. 
However, Section 3 shows that the ID-AMKA 
protocol in [4] fails to provide PKG forward security 
and mutual security (for details,also see Table 2).

In , we compare the security attributes of 
the proposed protocol and the ID-AMKA protocols
[14,6,4] including the certificate-based AMKA 
protocols [10,13,17,27]. Section 5.2 shows that the
proposed protocol satisfies all the strong security 
requirements C1-C5. From Table 2, the AMKA 
protocols in [10,13,17,27] and the ID-AMKA 
protocols in [4,14,6] cannot provide PKG Forward 
Secrecy. For example, in the ID-AMKA protocol [14], 
the session keys can be computed as follows:

, , 

, ,

where { , , , } are the ephemeral public 
keys. Therefore, once the master key is
compromised, all the session keys can be recovered

 Efficiency comparisons

[14] [4] [6] Ours

4 4 4 8 
2 3 3 2 

7TS+4Tp+ 4TE+3TA 4TS+3Tp+ 2TE+3TM+2TA 3TS+6Tp+ 2TE+3TM 5TS+10Tp+ 5TE+TM

E1: ID-AKA protocol; E2: Number of session keys; E3: Number of pass; E4: Total computation cost. 

s
BA TTeK ),(ˆ 111

s
BA TTeK ),(ˆ 212

s
BA TTeK ),(ˆ 123

s
BA TTeK ),(ˆ 224



Features comparisons

[13] [17] [27] [10] [14] [4] [6] Ours

× × × × × 

× × × × × × × 

× × × × × × 
× × × × × 

modification 
attack, forgery 

signature 
attack

impersonation 
attack attack,

forgery attack

impersonation 
attack,

forgery attack

impersonation 
attack

C1 Mutual Authentication; C2 Known-Key Secrecy; C3 PKG Forward Secrecy; C4 No Key Control; C5 Mutual Security;D1 Resistence against 
Ephemeral key compromise attack;D2 Resistence against other potential attacks

from the ephemeral public keys. The AMKA protocols 
in [10,13,17,27] cannot provide Mutual Security. The 
analysis in Section 3 shows that the ID-AMKA 
protocols in [4,6] cannot provide PKG Forward 
Secrecy and Mutual Security. In addition, Zhou et al. 
[29] showed that Harn and Lin’s protocol [10] suffers 
from forgery attack and only three of these keys can 
provide perfect forward secrecy. Hwang et al.’s
protocol [13] suffers from the modification attack [16] 
and forgery signature attack [12]. Lee et al.’s protocol
[17] is vulnerable to impersonation attack [27]. 
Moreover, Farash et al. [8] demonstrated that Lee et 
al.’s protocol [17] cannot hold Mutual Security. M. S. 
Vo et al.’s protocol [27] is vulnerable to another kind 
of forgery attacks  [8].  

In this paper, we define the two strong security 
properties PKG Forward Secrecy and Mutual Security
of ID-AMAK protocols. We have found that the 
previous AMAK protocols fail to provide these 
security properties. Our analysis shows that the ID-
AMAK protocols [4,14,6] fail to PKG Forward 
Secrecy and Mutual Security. To remove the security 
vulnerabilities, we have proposed an enhanced ID-
AMKA protocol. Performance and security analysis 
demonstrates that the proposed protocol has better 
performance and stronger security as compared with 
the previous ID-AMAK protocols. To design an 
efficient ID-AMAK protocol with the security proof in
a formal model is our future research. 
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